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Detection using Color Sequence Recognition
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Abstract: In this paper, an implementation of image processing
methods to extract and recognize a standard tri-colored archery
target to a field-programmable gate array is demonstrated.
Detection and recognition of the archery target was never been
done on an FPGA platform. The platform used to realize the
design was the ZedBoard™ Development Kit equipped with Xilinx
Zynq®-7000 All Programmable system on chip. The algorithms
used to extract the central region is based on color classification in
HSV color space. Once each image pixels are classified, the color
sequence recognition algorithm attempts to look for the target and
extract the central region of the archery target if present. Image
filtering techniques and analysis such as morphological filtering
and contour feature analysis are used to properly identify the
shape and location of the extracted pixels. Discussed next is the
implementation of the algorithm both in the software and
hardware aspects and a comparison between their response time
and accuracy is demonstrated. There was about two-fold decrease
in processing time when FPGA implementation was deployed. The
accuracy of the system was also tested and able to reach an
accuracy of 96.67% for near target distance. For far target
distance, the accuracy degraded to 88.33% but the system has
managed to maintain its specificity value despite the noise
becoming dominant for smaller region occupied by the target.
Keywords: Archery target, Color classification, Color sequence
recognition, Field-programmable gate array, Image processing.

1. INTRODUCTION
A growing interest in the field of robotics is to mimic the
human abilities and ultimately outperform them in different
skills such as shooting an arrow accurately to a target. In such
a robot, an ability to detect and recognize the central golden
region of the archery target is of utmost importance to meet
these human feats. A study in [1] shows a humanoid robot
capable of learning to shoot more accurately as it is exposed
to archery shooting tasks. Demonstration of this capability of
robots was also demonstrated in [2]. The objective if these
studies can only be achieved if appropriate image processing
of the target and the arrow were available and reliable. As
such, appropriate image processing methods are needed to
realize this objective. There are a handful of studies on image
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processing methods applied to the archery target. Most of
these studies pertains to automatic scoring system; that is, to
provide an automated solution to determine the score of a
shot arrow on a target. The study in [3] describes an
algorithm to rectify the archery target for different viewing
angles as well as recognize the shot arrows embedded within
and by approximating their positions relative to the target
center as a basis for scoring. Detecting the point at which the
arrow struck the target is a non-trivial task for image
processing and is very much affected by many factors such as
lighting condition and viewing angle. Another automatic
scoring system by [4] provides a very different approach in
scoring arrows that is dependent on background subtraction
and morphological operations to detect the target and then the
arrow through the process of arrow head nomination.
However, the study used a much higher frame resolution and
achieved a higher accuracy rate than the former. This study
was taken further by proposing a new algorithm for real-time
arrow detection and scoring using the concept of score region
images. [5] All of these studies however are limited to
stationary archery targets only. Furthermore, the systems
developed are implemented on a conventional computing
device that operates in full dependence of software
algorithms.
On the other hand, there are numerous image processing
algorithms were already implemented on FPGA to take
advantage of parallel processing that it offers. The study on
[6] has implemented several image processing modules on an
FPGA that can be used for a variety of settings. The system
was reconfigurable and specific image processing can be
chosen easily depending on the application at hand. Similar
purpose was also achieved in [7] is optimized through
implementation of different architectures at the block level.
Besides the need for faster color recognition, FPGA was
utilized not only to recognize colors but to track motion as
well [8] to serve as an input for robot formation control to
guide their motion in real-time. Another study [9] also
demonstrated the possibility of an efficient color conversion
from YCbCr to RGB so that it becomes easier for standard
algorithms to identify and calibrate color detection for
different display devices. Color recognition and classification
has diverse applications that several studies were conducted
[10]–[13] due to the necessity of a far more faster processing
of continuous stream of images on real-time applications.
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This study focuses on the detection and recognition of the
archery target central area as well as its implementation on an
FPGA. FPGA has proven to be capable of implementing
software algorithms way more faster [14]–[19] and as such
has found numerous applications in many fields of study as
demonstrated by the studies [20]–[24]. Application of image
processing methods for archery target detection and
recognition has never been implemented on an FPGA until
now. Implementation on FPGA will take advantage of its
parallel architecture and will significantly speed up the
algorithm implementation as against to full software
implementation. The challenge met with this setup is that an
algorithm that must be devised should only take only a few
clock cycles of the FPGA in order to achieve real-time
application. This is further complicated by the limited
amount of resources that the FPGA has to offer and using any
floating-point operations must be avoided to meet real-time
processing as much as possible. The next chapter shall
discuss the setup of the system, followed by the description of
the algorithm and implementation on the FPGA. Finally, the
results, conclusions and recommendations are laid out to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm as well as to
enumerate the areas of improvement for the study.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
A.Hardware Setup
The hardware that will serve as a platform for this study is
the ZedBoard™ Development Kit [25] board using the Xilinx
Zynq®-7000 All Programmable system on chip (SoC) as its
main processing device. The board offers built-in peripheral
connections such as USB On-The-Go (OTG) and UART
ports, HDMI and VGA display ports, audio processing jack
ports, SD Card slot as well as general purpose I/O pins that
can be used for expansion. The main processing device
contains dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processors (PS)
integrated with 28nm Artix-7 or Kintex®-7 based
programmable logic (PL). [26] The combination allows for
the design of accelerated software algorithms with the aid of
hardware-based accelerator system.
The main sensory input is provided by a generic web
camera connected to a USB Hub. The USB Hub, connected
to the USB OTG port, serves as an expansion for USB web
camera, mouse and keyboard multiplexing. The web camera
supports 640 by 480 resolution at a frame rate of 30 frames
per second. The PS communicates with the web camera
through the Multiplexed I/O interface and acquires each
frame suitable for processing. The VGA display adapter is
directly connected to the PL and as such, the PS must interact
with the PL for proper display. The system setup is shown in
Fig.1.
The ZedBoard is also capable of functioning as a
stand-alone graphical desktop computer running an operating
system such as Linux. The SD Card inserted to the board
provides the bootable media as well as the storage medium
for the operating system. The SD Card is installed with a
pre-configured Linux OS named Xillinux by Xillybus Ltd.
[27]Xillinux comes with a pre-configured device driver files
that represents communication interface with the FPGA.
Thus, sending and receiving data to and from the FPGA is
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just a matter of writing and reading to device files on the
software side.

Fig.1. Zedboard setup and connections of external
devices
B. Color Classification and Sequence Recognition
The archery target is predominantly color-coded to
facilitate the scoring of shot arrow. As such, the colors
present on the target will be exploited to aid in a more robust
recognition algorithm. The first process involves
transforming each pixel values from RGB to HSV
color-space. The transformation to HSV color-space allows a
more convenient way to filter the image by setting proper hue
range values. For the archery target, three different colors can
be effectively filtered: blue, red and yellow. The appropriate
hue values are determined through test and experiments and
by subjecting the archery target to different levels of
illumination. Table 1 summarizes the values of HSV ranges
for each of three colors.
Table 1. Specific HSV range values for three different
archery target colors.
Color
Blue
Red
Yellow
Hue
192° - 252° 0° - 28°; 40° - 104°
318° - 360°
Saturation
90 - 255
74 - 255
60 - 255
Values
0 - 255
0 - 255
45 - 255
In much the same way that each of the colors corresponds
to a score when hit by the arrow, each of the pixels are
re-assigned a single value corresponding to which color it is
classified. For instance, a pixel classified as blue is assigned a
value of 1, red assigned with 2, yellow assigned with 3 and a
0 if it does not belong to any of the colors aforementioned.
The next process involves scanning the whole image pixel
by pixel to look for specific sequence of colors. Since the
sequence of colors for the archery target is well defined, the
central target can be recognized by recognizing the proper
sequence of the colors as each frame is scanned pixel by
pixel. No matter which direction the scan is made, the
resulting sequence will be invariant by virtue of the archery
target being composed of concentric circles of colors; blue
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followed by red then followed by yellow. The process of
recognizing a color sequence is detailed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Color sequence recognition algorithm
Input: Input image of a video frame, minimum value
of accumulated correct color pixels and maximum value
of accumulated incorrect color pixels
Output: Output image whose pixels are re-assigned a
value proportional to the probability that the target’s central
region is in that pixel location
Precondition: Each pixel
of image
is already
assigned a color accordingly by color classification
procedure
Let color Blue has Index 1, color Red has Index 2, color
Yellow has Index 3 and other colors has Index 0
Set Color to search as Blue
Set Accumulated number of pixels with the same color as
currently searched color to Zero
Set Accumulated number of pixels with different color
from the currently searched color to Zero
For each rows of do
For each columns of do
If color of pixel is the same as the color to search then
Set pixel value to the index value of that color
Increment accumulated number of pixels with same color
Reset accumulated number of pixels with different
color to Zero
Else If color of pixel is the same as the next color to
search then
If accumulated number of pixels with same color
then
Set color to search to next color to search
Reset accumulated number of pixels with same color to
Zero
Reset accumulated number of pixels with different
color to Zero
Set pixel value to the index of the next color
End If
Else
Increment accumulated number of pixels with different
color
End If
If accumulated number of pixels with different color
then
Set color to search back to Blue
Reset accumulated number of pixels with same color to
Zero
Reset accumulated number of pixels with different color
to Zero
End If
End For
End For

value of 3. It is worth mentioning that if the scan is made right
to left, then the same color sequence must be expected. The
same procedure is done to scan the pixels top to bottom and
bottom to top as well. In the process, each scanned pixel
accumulates a value assigned by the four scanning process
and the group of pixels with the highest index values must be
the region where the central yellow region of the archery
target can be found in the image. The next process involves
thresholding where only pixels with higher index are passed
through to obtain an outline of the central region of archery
target. The result of such process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Results of color classification and sequence
recognition: Original image on the left and extracted
central region image on the right.
Once the central yellow region of the archery target is
extracted, morphological closing operation is performed to
remove any holes within the extracted region as well as
eliminating any pixels that are considered as noise. Once the
image is conditioned, contours are extracted and its features
are analyzed. By using the OpenCV functions for contour
feature analysis [28], the shape of the extracted region can be
determined and it ensures that only a circular or elliptical
shaped region is passed through as the actual archery target
position.
III. METHOD
In order to facilitate detection and recognition of the
archery target, a portion of the image processing is to be
executed by the FPGA to speed up the process. Programming
the FPGA allows an inherently parallel processing feature to
speed up the process of extracting the central yellow region.
However, programming the FPGA requires an extensive
knowledge on logic circuits designs as well as proficiency in
Hardware Description Language (HDL) or Register-Transfer
Level (RTL). Moreover, the algorithm is conceptualized with
the C programming language in mind. Fortunately, Xilinx
provides a tool to easily convert C code into HDL using High
Level Sythesis Tools. One such tool is the Vivado HLS [29]
which allows the designer to write a C code then does the
translation to HDL/RTL. Moreover, the tool also provides
directives that allows the user to pipeline sequential
operations in the C language for faster processing, thus
providing flexibility beyond the capabilities of the C

The algorithm attempts to look for regions of the image
where the sequence of colors Blue, Red and Yellow holds if it
is scanned from left to right. If a correct sequence is found,
then the subsequent pixels are assigned a higher index value
up until it encounters a yellow colored pixel given an index
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language itself. Once the HDL is ported, the code is then used
to program a block in non-HLS Vivado provided by the
Xillybus demo bundle. The non-HLS Vivado’s task is to
generate a bitstream file to be uploaded to the FPGA to
configure its logic fabric.
The distribution and sequence of operations being
performed from the retrieval of the frame form the web
camera to the extraction of the coordinates of the archery
target is shown in Fig. 3. Color classification as well as color
sequence recognition are done by the FPGA because these
processes can be easily pipelined in a pixel-by-pixel basis.
On the other hand, OpenCV functions, such as morphological
filtering and contour feature analysis are done by the
processing system once the extracted image is sent back by
the FPGA.
The first step transmits the HSV color classification
parameters to the FPGA to allow convenient change of
parameters without reprogramming the FPGA. Afterwards, a
frame from web camera is retrieved and stored temporarily in
an array already in the BGR format specification of OpenCV
Matrix data type. This array is immediately sent to the FPGA
blocks and is processed by the FPGA pixel-by-pixel.

stored in the first array. On the next frame, the results of color
classification is stored on the second array, and so on until the
cycle repeats. As the frame is stored on the second array the
first array is simultaneously scanned top to bottom. Upon
processing of third frame, the first array is now being scanned
right to left. Finally, on the fourth frame, the first array is
being scanned bottom to top. Once the cycle repeats, the first
array now contains the required extracted image and then sent
back to host before a new frame is written to it. This sequence
is done to all the four arrays simultaneously, thus pipelining
the process and ensuring that the flow of data is unnecessarily
delayed due to the scanning processes if all are done
sequentially for each frame received.

Fig. 4. Simplified FPGA logic diagram for storing and
processing image frames

Fig. 3. Flow chart and distribution of process for
archery target detection
The FPGA is configured as a state machine that expects to
process a total of 640x480 = 307,200 pixels for each frame.
The result of color classification and sequence recognition
for each pixels is stored internally in FPGA block RAMs. A
received pixel are group into threes representing the blue,
green and red components and is fed to the color
classification block. The block gives out a value according to
the classification of the pixel’s color. As to the
implementation of the color classification block, the standard
conversion formulas were avoided to minimize processing
delay. As such, integer based conversion as presented in [30]
was utilized to avoid floating point operations that may cause
processing delays.
Since four passes of scanning are required for each frame
(left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top),
there are four internal arrays that stores the classified color
frames. The logic in FPGA multiplexes between these four
arrays to store the immediate results of color classification.
The result of color classification goes to color sequence
recognition (CSR) block and is first scanned left to right then
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The processing can still be simplified and made faster if
only two scanning process were to be made; left-to-right and
top-to-bottom. However, this sacrifices the accuracy of the
algorithm as it may falsely detect a figure with the same color
sequence left-to-right but of different sequence right-to-left.
Once the extracted image is sent by the FPGA to host, the
software fetches the data back into an OpenCV Matrix data
type. The software does not wait for the extracted image to
come out, rather the software program must be multithreaded
to prevent delays due to waiting for the FPGA to send some
data back. The main thread takes care of sending the retrieved
web camera images and a child thread polls the device file for
incoming data. If an image is received, the morphological
closing operation is applied to eliminate noises and at the
same time close any holes that may be present on the
extracted central region. The next process extracts the
contours present in the image and determines the number of
points as well as the area of each detected contour. By
specifying a lower bound to the areas of the contour, any
small speckles of the image due to noise may be eliminated.
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Additionally, if a contour is truly circular in shape, then the
following equation must be close to zero as much as possible:

Table 3. Time measurements for continuous and
non-continuous co-processing modes
Without Target
With Target
Implement
Contin
Ma
Contin
Ma
ation
uous
nual
uous
nual
Average
0.1139
0.3
0.0763
0.0
Time
s
359 s
s
763 s
Std.
0.0
0.0
0.1085
0.0601
Deviation
092
601

P2 - 4πA ≈ 0
(1)
where P is the perimeter of the contour and A is the area of
the contour. Once the above requirement is met, a minimum
enclosing circle is calculated, thus giving us the center
coordinates as well as the radius of the extracted central
region of the archery target.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A software only implementation of the algorithm will
serve as a basis to test if co-processing with FPGA has indeed
improved the processing time from retrieval of a frame to
getting the coordinates of the central region of the archery
target. The presence of target is tested if it affects the overall
processing time. Additionally, the accuracy of recognition is
tested, and a confusion matrix is obtained to characterize its
robustness.
At least 30 trials of time measurement were made both for
the software only implementation and with co-processing
FPGA. The results indicate that whether the target is present
or not, the software only implementation took about twice the
time than that with co-processing implementation. This
means that there is about twice speed up improvement with
FPGA. Table 2 summarizes the results of time measurement
taken between the times to load the image frame up to
extraction of the central region of archery target. It can also
be noted that with the presence of target, the processing with
FPGA was a bit slower compared to the one without the
target but still is way faster than with software only
implementation.
Table 2. Comparison of processing time results
between two implementations
With
Software Only
Co-processing
Implementation
With
No
With
No Target
Target Target Target
Average Time 0.3342 s 0.3359 s 0.1139 s 0.0763 s
Std. Deviation 0.0156
0.0092 0.1085 0.0601

Table 4. Confusion matrix for a close archery target
detection
Predicted Absent
Predicted Present
Actual
Target 28
2
Absent
Actual
Target 0
30
Present
Based from Table 4, we can calculate different parameters
for the performance of the system. The accuracy is about
96.67%, precision is about 93.75%, sensitivity is 100 % and
specificity is about 93.33%. To test the accuracy of the
system for targets farther away from the camera, additional
30 images were taken with the target about 3 meters away.
Table 5 summarizes the results for far archery target
detection.
Table 5. Confusion matrix for a far archery target
detection
Predicted Absent
Predicted Present
Actual
Target 28
2
Absent
Actual
Target 5
25
Present

Based from the table shown, the standard deviation of
processing time with co-processing is noticeably higher than
compared with software only implementation. This is an
indication that there is a significant variation on time
measurements. To conclusively show that the co-processing
implementation is indeed faster, images were fed to the
FPGA manually upon press of the button to measure the time
of a single frame for at least another 30 trials.
Table 3 shows that a non-continuous feed of data results in
less variation of measurements if no target is present. The
variation for continuous mode was due to the task scheduling
being controlled by the context switcher of the OS. The case
is different if a target is present presumably due to different
processing times required for detecting and recognizing
archery target at different locations.
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The accuracy of the algorithm with co-processing
implemented is also tested by capturing at least 30 images
each for with or without the target present. A confusion
matrix is obtained based from these images whether the
system classified that a target is present or not. The actual
target is about a meter away from the camera thus making it
easier to detect.

In this case, the accuracy is about 88.33%, precision is
about 92.59%, sensitivity is about 83.33% and specificity is
about 93.33%. As expected, the performance of the system
degraded as the distance was increased because the target
itself occupies a small region in the image and its color may
easily be affected by noise. As the camera is a consumer
grade low resolution camera, the presence of strong noise is
difficult to avoid and may cause false positive results.
V. CONCLUSION
This study has successfully implemented a color
classification and sequence recognition algorithm on an
FPGA. Results show that there is a twofold increase in
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performance with the use of FPGA as against to software
only implementation. Despite the measured variations on
time measurements for co-processing implementation, the
overall time is still way faster than without FPGA
co-processing. The accuracy of the system was also tested
and able to reach an accuracy of 96.67% for near target
distance. For far target distance, the accuracy degraded to
88.33% but the system has managed to maintain its
specificity value despite the noise becoming dominant for
smaller region occupied by the target.
For this implementation, only two scan directions were
utilized due to limitations on FPGA resources. However, it is
possible to implement the system in its full functionality by
resizing the retrieved image from the webcam into a smaller
resolution before being fed to the FPGA to reduce memory
footprint and to manually route the components in the FPGA
itself without relying on Vivado HLS. When generating a bit
stream for the FPGA, not all timing constraints were met,
despite reducing the word width of each pixel from 8 bits
down to 2 bits.
Regarding the accuracy of detection, an adaptive algorithm
to detect the brightness of the image is needed so that colors
are adaptively filtered. A system that can store the last known
coordinate of the system as well as its predicted trajectory
will solve the problem of archery target getting lost upon the
glare of reflections or strong light sources. Finally,
implementing a direct interfacing FPGA-based hardware to
communicate with camera will drastically improve the
response time of the system.
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